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Keshe Manufacturing Arizona

Have you seen the Keshe Files?
By Jon Bliven
This week the foundation released the third installment of the Keshe Files and it
contained an interview I did with Cary Ellis who handles communications for the
foundation. In previous episodes she interviewed Caroline Keshe on the peace process and
Dr Gatua wa Mbugwa PhD on agriculture with plasma. If you have not listened to these
excellent interviews you may wish to in order to get a better idea of the depth of the
teachings that are being shared.
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These interviews help to share not only the knowledge of those around the foundation
but allow for people to get to better understand the work of those supporting the
foundation. There are many that fall into the category of support and some are more active
than others but all roles are important. There has been a theme that unites all of us to the
greater collective and that is our desire to serve and not be served. United as one planet,
one nation, and one race.
The Keshe Foundation has been outstanding in bringing plasma technologies forward
worldwide for a better now and a better future. Many have been learning how to use these
plasma applications and are putting them into practice in many areas of life. These
interviews provide insights into the many applications and wide expanse of use for plasma
technology to do everything from increasing food production and facilitating world peace
to implementing space travel. Enjoy and share.

Here are the three links to the interviews;
1.

The peace process with Caroline Keshe

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Swz248ruSkQ&list=PLpCKWzAbp9uCHTLyX9d6Aj3PhkuXJ2xq&index=1
2.

Agriculture teaching with Dr. Gatua wa Mbugwa PhD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6U1zVGiJIWc&list=PLpCKWzAbp9uCHTLyX9d6Aj3PhkuXJ2xq&index=2
3.

Space Travel and R&D with Jon Bliven

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVB2O4fUtG8&index=3&list=PLpCKWzAbp9uCHTLyX9d6Aj3PhkuXJ2xq
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Farewell
By Miguel Bueno
Over the last two years I’ve had the pleasure of working at the Arizona facility as a
Research and Development Engineer. My tasks at the facility have been broad and have
taught me many parts of the manufacturing process. I’ve also learned to code better and
improved my ability to design custom parts.
One of my first tasks in Arizona was to get a semi-automated coil winder operating at
the specifications desired for the Magrav coils. It was very rewarding to make changes to
the Gcode and get perfectly wound coils at the exact dimension needed. It also allowed us
to produce many more coils than was previously possible without the machine. We now
produce all the coils for many of the products (Magrav coils, capacitors, Pain Pens) on that
coil winder.
More recently I’ve been focusing on using computer aided design software
(SolidWorks) to create custom part for the facility. In conjunction with designing the parts,
I’ve set up a 3D printer at the facility so that parts can be created in house. This has
allowed us to conduct experiments faster than would otherwise be possible if the parts had
to be machined for us.
It has been a please working with the team at Keshe Manufacturing Arizona and with
many others around the foundation.
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Updates from Arizona
By Jon Bliven
The month seemed like a slow news month but in fact much was continuing to unfold.
Numerous groups are working to unlock the technology of the spacecraft. The technology
has been demonstrated by governments but it needs to be made visible to those that wish to
serve using the new technology. This has been the focus in our facility in Arizona. Each
day through both successes and failures we learn more and more each day. It feels like we
are getting very close to a better understanding, that which will allow things to move
forward.
For this month I will leave my updates as these and hopefully next month exciting
news can be shared. Let’s all wish for success from the foundation and those who work
around it.
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KESHE FOUNDATION LATEST UPDATES!
1.

New Store Products – add plasma to your life!
Plasma Liquid Hand Soap has an antiseptic action, reducing bacteria

and other microorganisms. This innovative PLASMA formulation
moisturizes and protects delicate sensitive skin.
https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/product/plasma_liquid_soap/

One Soul Plasma T-Shirt integrates plasma technology with
ancient knowledge, using an exclusive process infusing GANS
into the painted chakra symbols, for balance of the chakras, while
the back bands infused with GANS create a calibrated plasma field.
This interacts with magrav fields of sun and earth, encouraging flow
of what the Tibetans called kundalini. The One Soul T-Shirt supports
mind, soul and body for peaceful mediation and access to higher
states of consciousness.
https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/product/plasma_tshirt/

2. Plasma Scientific Journal - Help Build the Future of Plasma
The Keshe Foundation invites Your submissions of experiments and demonstrations
of Plasma science to the Plasma Scientific Journal. Find instructions at
KesheFoundation.org including how to submit your work and the format by which to
organize your submissions.
https://support.keshefoundation.org/section.php?section=science-journal&go=go

3. Invitation to Join Transcribers and Translation Groups
With the all the Knowledge Seekers Workshops, and thousands involved in nearly
every country in the world –our transcribers and translators are very busy. If you have an
interest and perhaps a bit of talent, please apply to join us in this much needed work! Fill
out the Expertise Contribution Form and we will get back to you as quickly as possible!
https://support.keshefoundation.org/section.php?section=volunteer_human_resources&g
o=go.
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4. KFSSI Education Public Teaching Schedule
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5. A Glance at KFSSI Education Private Teaching Subjects
ü Health Teaching - Private
ü Soul Teaching - Private
ü Tips on Becoming a Teacher - Private
ü Private in Polish
ü One Planet One Race One Nation for World Peace – Public
ü Private in German
ü Private Agriculture – Professional level
ü Caroline Keshe Knowledge Seekers Workshop
ü Medical Professional level – Private
ü Keshe Plasma Reactor Group – Public
ü Review of 226th Knowledge Seekers Workshop
ü Study of MT Keshe’s Book – Private
ü Music for the Keshe Foundation
The Keshe Foundation invites you to join our Private Teachings which take place in
several languages. Much knowledge and research is growing weekly to take
advantage of for just $100 Euros per year – which helps maintain the many hours of
teachings accessible in our archives. Medical and Agricultural require specific
application and qualifications.

Go to https://keshefoundation.org/education to

apply to the area(s) of your choice!
See you on the inside with other knowledge seekers from around the world!
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